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          In police report after police report, the number one comment made 
by someone who accidentally shot a friend, neighbor, family member or 
even just their TV set is, “I didn’t think it was loaded.”

          Following this simple rule goes a long way toward mitigating the 
inherent dangers of handling firearms. Prepare yourself mentally to think 
that knives are always sharp...and guns are always loaded.

          Professional gunshop sales folks and public shooting range 
officers tell me, in no uncertain terms, that they can differentiate between 
someone who knows what they are doing and someone who doesn’t, 
within just a few seconds of their first interaction. The pro will pick up a 
gun, check its condition, then, assured it is not loaded, hand it to the 
customer. If, as they absolutely SHOULD, the customer checks the 
condition of the gun immediately upon being handed it, they gain huge 
respect points. Yes, even though the pro just checked it. CHECK IT 
YOURSELF! Because, once it is in your hands, it is your responsibility. 
Watch the pro who knows what he or she is doing - and see that when 
you hand it back to them, they will check it yet AGAIN before putting it 
away. 

          I’ve seen pros check the condition of a gun 5 or 6 times in the few 
minutes they are handling it. You can’t check it too many times.  But not 
checking it that “one time” can lead to disastrous results.

          All too often, folks will remove the magazine from a semi-auto 
firearm and think it is unloaded. That round left in the chamber is as 
deadly as any of the ones in the removed magazine. Learn how to 
properly check the feeding devices and chambers on as many firearms 
as you own - and even those you don’t.   

          Practice this until it is second nature. Until you do it by rote as a 
matter of course. Handling firearms REQUIRES this level of attention to 
Rule Number One.

          Your friends, family, neighbors...even your TV set will thank you. 

Assume all guns are always loaded.
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          Some people have been taught to always keep the muzzle of their gun 
pointed down. Some have been taught to always keep it pointed up. So...which one 
is correct?

          Neither. The only hard and fast rule here is to keep it pointed “in the safest 
direction.”

          And that can vary greatly dependent on the setting and situation. Assume 
you are at home cleaning your pistol. Your other half is there right beside you, so 
keeping it pointed up may seem prudent. Until, that is, you realize your kids are 
asleep in the bedroom right above your head.

          Or you are a security guard who has been taught to always keep your 
muzzle pointed down.  But you’re patrolling the rooftop of an elementary school.

          It’s true that any time you are handling a weapon, the muzzle will have to be 
pointed somewhere. So KNOW YOUR SURROUNDINGS. And keep it pointed in 
the safest direction possible.

          That “safest direction” is the one in which, should you ignore one of these 
other rules, a negligent discharge of the weapon is likely to cause the least damage 
to persons or property. And that can change from moment to moment!

          I’ve seen folks at a range decide to point their firearm safely downrange, only 
to sweep a crowd of other shooters while getting it there.  The objective here is to 
train the mind, without undue paranoia, to think that a gun could always discharge 
at any moment.  In truth, there is about a .000000001% chance of a gun firing 
without your pulling the trigger. But do it anyway. Because those around you will 
likely not take kindly to being swept by the muzzle of your firearm. 

          Act at all times like a pro - and keep it pointed in the safest direction possible.

Keep your gun pointed in 
the safest direction.
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          Certainly this is a similar rule to #2, but it concerns purposeful actions vs. 
more passive actions. Because even if you are careful with your muzzle in general, 
every day handling, you may think it’s okay to “dry-fire” (practice your trigger pull 
with an empty gun), while pointing it at your TV or wall calendar or some other 
random, improvised “target.” 

          Don’t do it!  You’ll notice shooting at TVs has been mentioned twice so far in 
these explanations. That’s because we’ve seen it.  And many times. For whatever 
reason, folks seem to like practicing by dry-firing at the TV screen.  You know that 
beautiful, wall-hung, 65” flat-screen that you saved up for? Even one round of .22 
turns that into a very expensive piece of junk. 

          Worse yet, I know of a case where this very thing happened - and thank God 
it was a .22 - because the children’s room was on the other side of that wall.  The 
round didn’t penetrate. But the owner came to us for lessons and it took quite a 
while for him to forgive himself for that carelessness.

          The destructive power of modern ammunition is unbelievable. That’s why we 
keep it on hand - to stop deadly threats with deadly force. But fact is, ammunition 
just goes wherever you shoot it. Just one pull of the trigger and it’s on its way.

          And it can’t be recalled. There are no mulligans. No do-overs.

          All of these rules work in conjunction with each other. No one rule is really 
more important than the other. But in point of fact, if your firearm is never pointed at 
something you are not willing to destroy, the chances of destroying something you 
don’t want to destroy is nil.

          Dry firing is a key element to improving your shooting. But, when doing so, 
do it in a place and with a target that you wouldn’t terribly mind actually shooting.

Never point your gun at anything
you are not willing to destroy.
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          Guns don’t just go off all by themselves. Most modern arms won’t even 
discharge if you drop them or throw them across a room! Guns fire when the trigger 
is pulled. So KEEP YOUR FINGER OFF THE TRIGGER UNTIL YOU WANT IT TO 
GO BANG!

          Remember in discussing Rule 1 how a pro can detect a stranger’s firearms 
aptitude right away when handing them a gun?  Here’s another example of that. If 
the pro hands a gun to a stranger, he’ll watch the trigger finger.  Even after the 
firearm is checked, if the prospective buyer or shooter holds the piece with his or 
her finger on the trigger, they are seen as an amateur at best, and dangerous. 

          Having trained a number of actor’s in weapons handling, I’ve found this 
important rule to be one of the hardest to drill into their heads. It may be because 
guns, and pistols especially, are very ergonomically designed so that the trigger 
finger easily finds the trigger. It’s natural. It looks cool. And it’s dangerous as hell.

          KEEP YOUR FINGER OUT OF THE TRIGGER GUARD AND UP ON THE 
FRAME OF THE GUN!

          Once this is drilled into your muscle memory, so too will bringing the trigger 
finger down into firing position as the sights come on target. Watch a real pro shoot. 
Even under the stress of a combat shooting match or an armed confrontation, their 
muscle memory will have the finger move onto the trigger only when they are ready 
to shoot - and off of it immediately as the gun comes off target. It is drilled into their 
brains - as moving a foot from the gas pedal to the brake is for an experienced 
driver.

          There is no greater guarantee of a negligent discharge of one’s firearm than 
having a finger on the trigger when not intending to shoot. A Marine friend of ours 
puts it in a way that’s easy to remember....

          “Keep your booger hook off the bang switch.”           

Keep your finger off the trigger
til your sights are on the target.
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          Being sure of your target is the obvious part here. I can only imagine the 
horror of shooting a friend or family member who is innocently trying to surprise 
someone in their home. And so, perhaps some of the worst self-defense/shooting 
advice ever given was Joe Biden’s ill-concieved and dangerous statement to  “Just 
shoot a couple blasts through the door.” That’s not how any of this works. 

          Identify your target! Know who or what it is before pulling that trigger.  Again, 
once that bullet is fired, it can’t be recalled. You can’t take it back. Strategically 
placed emergency lights in your home or a flashlight attached to your pistol or 
shotgun are as important as the quality of locks on your doors - and using those 
locks religiously. The firearm you are training with is your LAST line of defense. And 
the responsibility for its proper use is yours and yours alone.

          KNOW YOUR TARGET!
     
          Less obvious, but of equal importance, is the second part of this rule. 
Knowing what your ammunition is capable of, and knowing what is BEYOND your 
target is of very great importance. Fact is, the average 9mm round can be deadly 
out to several hundred yards. And it can easily penetrate walls and windows, etc. If 
you miss the bad guy, that round is going somewhere. And you are liable for 
wherever it goes.

          Sometimes, no matter how endangered you feel, it may be prudent to get 
repositioned before you take that crucial shot. Even well trained people miss - and 
miss a lot - during the stress of an actual defensive shooting. The great advantage 
of using the defensive firearm in your home is that you can pre-plan a great deal of 
stuff that’s not available to a defender out in public. 

          Think about, plan for, and know where your kid’s room is in relationship to 
other points in the house. Know what exterior walls are facing the neighbor’s 
house. This kind of pre-planning and knowledge could save you a lifetime of regret 
or devastating legal hassles.

          You have a RIGHT to self-defense with deadly force. But with that right 
comes enormous responsibility.

Be sure of your target and what’s
beyond it.
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          Any system that involves great risk of life and limb needs to have built in 
redundancies. Think of the moon missions that NASA undertook in the 60’s. There 
were three back-up plans for every primary plan.  Systems to cover systems 
designed to cover any system that might fail.

          These rules operate in a similar way.

          Fact is, you might let slip with any ONE of them, and still come out okay. Not 
great...but okay. For instance:

          If you forget to take your finger off the trigger, but the gun is pointed in the 
safest direction and not at anything you are not willing to destroy, and your 
finger gets bumped or twitches, the only thing likely to be hurt is your pride.

          If you aren’t paying attention, and your weapon is pointed at the back of that 
guys head who is downrange putting up a target, but your finger is off the 
trigger, well, he’s likely to be just fine. You might catch hell or be ejected from the 
range if anyone notices, but again, all that’ll be hurt will be your pride.
          
          Of course, the very best course of action is to learn these rules and operate 
by them with intense regularity.  Read them. Study them. Understand them.  And 
LIVE BY THEM.

          We here at DVC Firearms Training insist on it.  At your first lesson, you will 
be required to recite all five of them. And you will be expected to employ them while 
handling firearms in our presence. This ensures a FUN and SAFE lesson! 

          We hope this helps you in your quest to learn about the safe handling of any 
guns you own or are thinking of acquiring. Gun safety is up to ALL of us, as 
individuals. And the life you might save by handling your firearms safely is as 
important as the life you might save by employing them in self-defense!

An integrated safety system 
with redundancies. 
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